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Formation of optical supramolecular structures
in a fibre laser by tailoring long-range soliton
interactions
W. He1, M. Pang1,4*, D.H. Yeh1, J. Huang1, C.R. Menyuk 2 & P.St.J. Russell 1,3

Self-assembly of fundamental elements through weak, long-range interactions plays a central

role in both supramolecular DNA assembly and bottom-up synthesis of nanostructures.

Optical solitons, analogous in many ways to particles, arise from the balance between

nonlinearity and dispersion and have been studied in numerous optical systems. Although

both short- and long-range interactions between optical solitons have attracted extensive

interest for decades, stable soliton supramolecules, with multiple aspects of complexity and

flexibility, have thus far escaped experimental observation due to the absence of techniques

for enhancing and controlling the long-range inter-soliton forces. Here we report that long-

range soliton interactions originating from optoacoustic effects and dispersive-wave radia-

tions can be precisely tailored in a fibre laser cavity, enabling self-assembly of large numbers

of optical solitons into highly-ordered supramolecular structures. We demonstrate several

features of such optical structures, highlighting their potential applications in optical infor-

mation storage and ultrafast laser-field manipulation.
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Optical solitons, arising from a stable balance between
nonlinear and dispersive effects, are often regarded as
ideal fundamental elements in fibre-optic tele-

communication systems1,2, optical information storage3–6, and
optical signal processing7 due to their intrinsic self-localization.
Analogous in many ways to particles, both spatial and temporal
solitons have been demonstrated in semiconductor lasers8,9,
passive fibre loops4,10,11, optical microresonators12, and fibre
lasers13. Precise control and long-term stabilization of multiple-
soliton patterns in these systems are the key techniques for sto-
rage and transmission of optical information and manipulation of
ultrafast laser fields5,9–11,13. While temporal tweezing of optical
solitons using external modulation provides an elegant means of
manipulating optical solitons in passive fibre loops10 or semi-
conductor lasers14, the formation of self-stabilized light structures
in a variety of optical systems through short-range13,15–18 and
long-range5,19–21 interactions between optical solitons has
recently attracted considerable interest.

Multiple optical solitons, propagating together in close
proximity, can strongly interact through their tailing fields,
resulting in the formation of robust, phase-locked bound states
that are frequently referred as soliton molecules15–17,22, soliton
macromolecules13,23, or soliton crystals18,24, in analogy to their
chemical counterparts that are formed by strong covalent bonds.
In practice, such strong, short-range interactions usually result
in narrow spacing between adjacent solitons, severely challen-
ging real-time characterization of their detailed profiles22. Long-
range interactions between solitons can lead to soliton binding
with internal spacings tens to hundreds of times greater than the
duration of the individual solitons, and several mechanisms for
such long-range soliton interactions have been extensively stu-
died, mediated by Casimir-like21,25, perturbation-induced26–28,
thermal effects29, and optoacoustic effects5,19,28. However, long-
range soliton interactions in previous systems are generally
ultra-weak and difficult to control, resulting in transient inter-
solitonic forces19,21,28,29, harmonically mode-locked laser pulses
with erratic repetition rates and high timing jitter28,30,31, or
limited numbers of weakly-bound solitons20,21. The difficulty in
forming stable, macroscopic solitonic structures is mainly due to
the absence of effective approaches to enhancing and controlling
long-range inter-soliton interactions. We recently reported that
intense optomechanical effects in a short length of solid-core
photonic crystal fibre (PCF) could be used to form a robust,
GHz-rate optomechanical lattice in a soliton fibre laser32–34 and
that individual solitons could be selectively erased by launching
precisely timed erasing pulses5.

In this paper we report that long-range forces of different
physical origin between a variety of solitonic elements can be
widely tailored to cooperate with each other in a fibre laser cavity,
leading to the self-assembly of a large population of optical
solitons into highly-ordered, supramolecular structures35,36.
These structures are found to exhibit unprecedented complexity
in their configuration, multiple degrees of freedom, while at the
same time featuring long-term stability, elementary diversity,
structural flexibility, and reversibility.

Results
Illustration of concept. The mode-locked fibre laser loop that we
build to study soliton supramolecules is sketched in Fig. 1a (see
details plotted in Supplementary Fig. 1 and described in Sup-
plementary Note 1). A 2-m-long solid-core silica photonic crystal
fibre (PCF) with a GHz-rate acoustic core resonance37 is inserted
into the laser cavity. Upon increasing the pump power of the Er-
doped fibre amplifier (EDFA), a variety of stable supramolecular
structures composed of a large population of optical solitons can

be generated in the laser cavity, all the solitons involved in
such structures being globally ordered by optomechanical
interactions5,33,34. A long-lived acoustic wave in the PCF-core is
driven coherently by the soliton sequence, and acts back on the
pulses, linking them together by modulating their carrier fre-
quencies, and forming a temporal optomechanical lattice with a
period equal to a cycle of acoustic vibration5. This global lattice
divides the laser cavity into many time-slots of identical length,
each of which can accommodate multiple solitons (see Fig. 1a).

Long-range binding of multiple solitons in each optomecha-
nical unit originates from the balance between attractive and
repulsive inter-soliton forces. As the solitons ride on the acoustic
wave whose wavefront (phase) velocity equals the group velocity
of the soliton sequence5, the index modulation caused by the
acoustic wave leads to a shift in the soliton carrier frequency as
the soliton propagates (see Fig. 1b). The magnitude of this
frequency shift is determined by the slope of the underlying index
modulation38. Since the two solitons within one acoustic period
are located at different positions (see Fig. 1b), their frequencies
shift at rates that differ slightly from each other. The divergence
in soliton frequencies, acting in concert with the group-velocity
dispersion of the optical fibre, leads to an effective force of
attraction. As illustrated in Fig. 1c, the first higher-frequency
dispersive wave sideband39,40, shed from the first soliton,
propagates faster than the soliton and eventually reaches the
second soliton, perturbing it through cross-phase modulation41.
Such dispersive wave perturbations effectively create a repulsive
force between the two solitons27,28, balancing the force of
attraction due to the optoacoustic effect (see theoretical modelling
in Supplementary Note 2 with Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). In
principle, more than two solitons can be stably bound within one
unit through the cascaded balance of long-range forces (see
Fig. 1a, e).

The balance of these two long-range forces results in stable
soliton spacing, effectively creating inter-solitonic springs that
trap the solitons at each equilibrium position. As a result, noise-
induced fluctuations in soliton spacing (timing jitter) occur that
are analogous to the thermal motion of a particle trapped in a
harmonic potential (Fig. 1g). These can be modelled using a
Langevin equation42 (see Supplementary Note 3). When pulses
are trapped in a harmonic potential, the timing jitter does not
grow with time, even though the heat bath (noise source)
continuously disturbs the system42,43 (see Supplementary Figs. 4
and 5).

Enabling techniques. Stable soliton supramolecules can be gen-
erated experimentally only by carefully designing the fibre laser
cavity so that the evolution of long-range forces between hun-
dreds of solitons is precisely controlled. Optoacoustic effects in
conventional single-mode fibre are ultra-weak28,37, generally
leading to harmonically mode-locked pulse trains with high noise
levels28,30,31. In our laser cavity, in contrast, tight confinement of
both optical and acoustic waves in the 1.95-μm-diameter PCF
core leads to the enhancement of acoustic-wave-mediated inter-
soliton forces by more than two orders of magnitude5,32. The
excellent robustness of the resulting temporal optomechanical
lattice makes possible manipulation of the fine structure within
each time-slot of the lattice5. In practice, tuning the acoustic-wave
amplitude in the PCF core can be realised by detuning of the
pulse repetition rate from the acoustic resonant frequency32,33,
which itself can be adjusted by fabricating PCFs with different
core diameters32,37.

On the other hand, dispersive-wave generation in soliton fibre
lasers, leading to uncontrolled disturbance to the pulse train6,26–28,
is widely regarded as undesirable, rather than as a source of
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exploitable inter-solitonic forces. The idea reported here is to
stably balance long-range dispersive-wave and optoacoustic
effects. In our laser cavity the strength of the dispersive waves
shed by individual solitons, which determines the strength of
repulsive inter-soliton forces (see Supplementary Note 2), must be
tailored so as to counterbalance the attractive inter-soliton forces
due to the strong optoacoustic effects. We reveal in the
experiments that careful management of both cavity dispersion44

and cavity loss are of great importance in determining the
strengths and directions of the inter-soliton forces due to
dispersive-wave radiation (see Methods).

Supramolecules with single solitons as building blocks. A
typical soliton supramolecule with a chain of units, each con-
taining 0, 1, 2, or 3 trapped solitons, is recorded using a fast
detector and an oscilloscope. The resulting time-domain trace is
shown in Fig. 2a, where the underlying grid is globally locked to
the 1.887 GHz acoustic resonance in the PCF core (period
~532 ps). The duration of individual solitons is measured to be
650 fs. This self-assembled solitonic structure, once formed, is
robust, the pulse spacings in each unit being 80 ps between the
first and second solitons and 70 ps between the second and third.
Monitoring the soliton supramolecule over 1000 min (see Fig. 2b)
reveals no measurable degradation in signal-to-noise ratio. This
time interval corresponds to stable propagation over 12 billion

kilometers (~84 astronomical units) in the freely-running fibre
laser loop (see Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Figs. 6
for experimental details). The estimated pulse timing jitter is
always below 5 ps, measured using the oscilloscope in persistence-
mode (see Fig. 2b). In order to monitor the carrier-wave phase of
the solitons, we use a narrow-linewidth local oscillator in the
form of a single-frequency fibre laser to heterodyne with
the supramolecular soliton sequence33. The results reveal that the
carrier-wave phases of assembled solitons are uncorrelated
(see Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Figs. 7 for
experimental details); in this respect, soliton supramolecules
self-assembled through long-range forces differ from soliton
molecules strongly bound by short-range forces22, when the
carrier-waves are phase coherent.

In the experiments, we discover that the system tends to evolve
into a supramolecular structure with roughly even distributions of
optical solitons, although, since the structure directly emerges from
noise by self-organization, the exact number of solitons differs
randomly from time-slot to time-slot. Through careful adjusting
both the laser pump power and intra-cavity polarization
controllers, we can partially control the fine structure of the self-
assembled soliton supramolecule, reproducibly generating struc-
tures in which every time-slot contained the same number of
soliton units (single5,33,34, double, or triple) as shown in Fig. 2c, d.
We can also generate a supramolecular soliton stream containing
both triple and quadruple soliton units (see Fig. 2e). More
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Fig. 1 Conceptual illustration of a supramolecular assembly of optical solitons in a fibre laser cavity. a Sketch of the experimental set-up; the inset shows
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structural details of these supramolecules with single solitons as
building blocks are described in Supplementary Notes 6 and 7 with
additional experimental illustrations in Supplementary Figs. 8–11.
Although so far we have not demonstrated independent control of
individual solitons in the supramolecular structure, fast encoding
of the supramolecular patterns should be possible by launching a
timed sequence of writing pulses into the laser cavity or
modulating the pump laser power5,9,11.

Elementary diversity. The elementary diversity of the supramo-
lecular structures can be greatly increased by incorporating
additional fundamental building blocks. For example, both single
solitons and phase-locked soliton pairs15–17 can be incorporated
as building blocks in the supramolecular structure, as seen in the
time-domain trace in Fig. 3a–c. This type of supramolecular
structure is held together by both long-range and short-range
inter-soliton interactions, in a manner reminiscent of atoms in
biochemical supramolecules36, which self-assemble through a
combination of short-range and long-range forces.

In the recorded time-domain sequence in Fig. 3a–c, the
bandwidth (33 GHz) of the oscilloscope is not sufficient to
resolve individual solitons in a pair, with the result that the
soliton pairs appear as pulses with twice the amplitude of a single
soliton. To overcome this limitation, we use a time-stretched
dispersive Fourier transform (TS-DFT) to record a real-time
interferogram of the soliton sequence22. In time-slots with higher
amplitude pulses, strong fringes appear, confirming that they
contain phase-locked soliton pairs with a short separation. Since
many of the building blocks of this soliton supramolecule are
soliton pairs with identical spacings and phase differences,
second-harmonic autocorrelation can be used to directly
measure the temporal spacing of the soliton pairs, which turned
out to be Δt ~ 4.5 ps (see Fig. 3d). In addition, using an optical
spectral analyser we observe strong spectral interference with a

period Δλ= 1.85 nm ~ λ2/(cΔt) (see Fig. 3e). Structural details of
such supramolecules are shown in Supplementary Figs. 12 and
13 and described in Supplementary Note 8.

Experimentally we find that more types of elementary building
blocks can exist in the assembly, which dramatically increases the
complexity of the soliton supramolecule. For example, we observe
that phase-drifting soliton pairs45 (see Fig. 3f, g) and phased-
locked soliton-triplets (see Fig. 3h) can be included in
supramolecules. (More details on these different soliton molecules
in the supramolecular structures are given in Supplementary
Figs. 14–16). Soliton molecules with different inner spacings and
phase relations can coexist in the same soliton supramolecule,
further increasing the structural complexity (see examples in
Supplementary Figs. 17 and 18). Moreover, the spacing between
different building blocks in the supramolecule can differ due to
varied long-range forces. As shown in Fig. 3i, several character-
istic internal spacings (75 ps, 42 ps and 50 ps) are observed in a
soliton supramolecule composed of both single solitons and
phase-locked soliton pairs, corresponding, respectively, to
different interactions of pair-to-one, pair-to-pair, and one-to-
one interactions (see Supplementary Fig. 19 for more examples).
The diversity of building blocks in the supramolecular structures
greatly enriches the range of possible encoding strategies when
such structures are used for carrying digital information. Instead
of exclusively varying the soliton number in each time-slot,
different soliton bound states (long-range or short-range) can be
used in the encoding format. These bound states can easily be
discriminated using fast detectors, and since the combined optical
energy does not vary significantly from time-slot to time-slot, the
optomechanical binding forces remain constant, leading to a
stable optomechanical lattice.

Structural flexibility and reversibility. The weak nature of the
long-range interactions renders the soliton supramolecules highly
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reconfigurable. For example, their inner structure can change in
response to variations in the long-range, inter-soliton forces (see
Fig. 4a). We find that the spacing between the long-range bound
solitons in one unit of the optomechanical lattice can be con-
tinuously tuned over a large range while maintaining the overall
supramolecular structure. By placing a tunable attenuator in the
laser cavity (Fig. 1a) we are able to adjust the cavity gain and loss,
permitting continuous tuning of the dispersive wave intensity. In
particular, we are able to double the intensity (Fig. 4b), drama-
tically reinforcing the repulsive force between the solitons. As
shown in Fig. 4c, this leads to an increase in the internal soliton
spacing from 40 ps and 116 ps in a supramolecule with two
solitons in every time-slot (see experimental details in Supple-
mentary Note 9). Supramolecules with three solitons in every
time-slot can also be tuned in the same way (See Supplementary
Fig. 20). We can also cycle the soliton spacing back and forth by

adjusting the cavity length so as to vary the amplitude of the
acoustic wave and thus the attractive force (see Supplementary
Fig. 21).

The supramolecular pattern can switched to a new state by
abruptly perturbing the system. Both addition and removal of
individual solitons (see Fig. 5) are possible. For example (Fig. 5a),
an abrupt increase of ~15% in the EDFA pump power over ~1 µs
resulted in the generation of additional solitons (see experiment
details described in Supplementary Note 10). The increased pump
power leads to higher soliton intensities and thus lower group
velocities, as seen in a sudden bending of the pulse trajectories
(Fig. 5a), corresponding to variations in the round-trip time. We
also find that, as a result of the increased background noise at
higher pump power, noisy spikes sometimes turned into stable
solitons after a transition period46 (Fig. 5a). These newly created
solitons are then incorporated into the supramolecule via the
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cascaded binding mechanism depicted in Fig. 1e, increasing the
numbers of solitons in a few time-slots (see the expanded view of
a typical capturing process shown in Fig. 5b, corresponding to the
region marked by the white arrow in Fig. 5a). In the experiments
we can also remove solitons from a supramolecule (Fig. 5c) by
decreasing the EDFA pump power by ~10% over ~1 µs, causing
many double-soliton units to degrade into single-soliton units
(see Fig. 5d for a zoom-in to a typical process of soliton fade-
away). Notably, the supramolecular structures that encounter
abrupt perturbations in pump power, after experiencing a
transient process of self-adjustment (see detailed experimental
recordings in Supplementary Figs. 22–25), can quickly settle
down to a stable structure, indicating a possible means of fine
control (information encoding) of the supramolecular pattern.

Discussion
Although supramolecules are well-known biological and bio-
chemical structures, they have not previously been observed in an
optical setting. Weak long-range inter-soliton interactions make it
possible to create solitonic supramolecules in fibre laser cavities
passively mode-locked by optoacoustic effects. The temporal
spacing between solitons in the supramolecule can be adjusted
from tens to hundreds of picoseconds—easily resolvable with fast

electronics. In contrast to conventional soliton molecules, which
are localized structures composed of a small number of phase-
correlated solitons13,15–17, supramolecules are large-scale struc-
tures, composed of a large number of solitons and tightly-bound
soliton molecules, distributed over the entire fibre laser cavity
with a built-in hierarchy.

Biochemical and biological supramolecules35,36 have many
features in common with these newly-discovered optical coun-
terparts, as well as important differences. On one hand, biological
and biochemical supramolecular structures are typically complex
three-dimensional structures that the optics cannot yet replicate.
On the other hand, the underlying physics is similar. Elementary
building blocks consisting of atoms and tightly bound molecules
self-assemble to form supramolecules through interactions
mediated by weak, long-range forces. The mode-locked fibre laser
reported here, a fast one-dimensional optical platform with a
single degree of freedom13, may be useful for emulating complex
process in many-body biochemical and biological systems.

Within the taxonomy of nonlinear optics, soliton supramolecules
are structurally protected solutions of dissipative nonlinear optical
systems22,47. These systems include mode-locked fibre lasers13,48,
optical bit-storage fibre loops4–6 or optical fibre telecommunication
systems with non-trivial Kerr nonlinearities1,2,49. By periodically
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corresponding to the data-points (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) in c.
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introducing control elements50 into supramolecular soliton systems
with non-instantaneous nonlinearities, it may be possible to
manipulate the supramolecules and form flexible, highly-ordered
structures that are immune to perturbations. The soliton supra-
molecules reported here can be constructed from many different
multi-soliton bound states, making it possible to encode informa-
tion in non-binary formats using both long-range and short-range
interactions. The ability to tailor long-range interactions between
solitons in an optomechanical lattice may permit synthesis and
control of highly-ordered, macroscopic optical structures, providing
a promising platform for studying complex soliton molecules (e.g.
their formation22,51, dissociation13,52, and vibrational modes45,53)
and optically simulating many-body systems with particle-like
properties. The ability to synthesize highly ordered multi-soliton
sequences may also be useful for improving laser micromachin-
ing54. The enriched dynamics of controllable long-range soliton
interactions, and their analogies with the behaviour of chemical
supramolecules (e.g. self-healing and self-replication), are also
interesting research topics. Introducing spatiotemporal non-
linearities using multimode fibres48 may in the future permit the
formation of three-dimensional optical supramolecules, further
enriching the physics and applications of the current system.

Methods
Mode-locked fibre laser. The experimental platform is an optoacoustically mode-
locked soliton fibre laser, with a pulse repetition rate that is locked to an acoustic
resonance in the core of a photonic crystal fibre (PCF) inserted in the laser cavity.
The cavity has net anomalous dispersion, ensuring that the fibre laser operates in

the soliton regime. To achieve harmonic mode-locking and generate soliton
supramolecules in the laser cavity, it is important to set a proper working point.
First, the delay line in the cavity is adjusted so that a specific harmonic order of the
cavity FSR falls within the optoacoustic gain spectrum of the PCF. Second, all the
three fibre polarization controllers (FPCs) in the laser cavity are adjusted so that
nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) can induce an intensity-dependent cavity
loss. Finally, the laser pump power and the intra-cavity attenuator are adjusted to
enable self-assembly of a supramolecular structure. Once the desired soliton
supramolecule is obtained, no further adjustment or any other stabilization tech-
nique is needed for long-term preservation of the supramolecular soliton pattern.

Diagnostic set-up. A time-domain trace of the laser output is acquired using a
30-GHz photodetector and a 33-GHz oscilloscope (OSC). The response time is
~20 ps, limiting the minimum resolvable temporal features in all the plots recorded
using the OSC. The timing jitter of the OSC in sampling is ~2 ps, which sets
the measurement error in obtaining the fine structure of the supramolecule.
The duration of individual solitons is measured using a second-harmonic auto-
correlator with a time resolution of 20 fs. The optical spectrum at the laser output is
measured using an optical spectrum analyser with a resolution of 0.01 nm. We also
performed measurements using time-stretched dispersive Fourier transformation
(TS-DFT), using several-km-long SMF-28 fibre to characterize the soliton mole-
cules in the supramolecules.

Tailoring of long-range interactions. The long-range interactions involved in
soliton supramolecules can be tailored by tuning either the intensity of dispersive
wave and thus the repulsive force between solitons, or the amplitude of the acoustic
vibration in the PCF core, corresponding to the force of attraction between soli-
tons. In order to tune the dispersive-wave intensity as shown in Fig. 4, we adjusted
the intra-cavity tunable attenuator (TA), leading to higher cavity gain and therefore
a stronger gain filtering effect, which significantly suppressed the Kelly-sideband
intensity. During this dispersive-wave tuning process, the soliton spectral band-
width remained almost unchanged due to strong gain saturation in the EDFA. See
Supplementary Note 7 for more effects of dispersive-wave tailoring.
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Fig. 5 Addition and removal of solitons to and from supramolecular structures. a, b An abrupt jump in EDFA pump power leads to the addition of
solitons to a soliton supramolecule without destroying its basic structure. c, d Removal of some solitons from a soliton supramolecule can also be achieved
by decreasing the pump power.
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Adding and removing solitons. Addition and removal of individual solitons is
achieved by strongly perturbing the laser pump power. In the experiments, the
output power of the pump laser diode is controlled using an electric pulse gen-
erator. The modulation responsivity of the pump laser diode is 106 mW/V, so that
a 1 V variation in the driving electrical signal leads to a 106 mW variation in the
laser output power. Before adding or removing solitons, it is important first to
adjust the working point of the laser so that the supramolecular structure is stable.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are
available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The code we used in this paper is available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.
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Supplementary Note 1: Experimental set-up 

In Supplementary Figure 1, we sketch the experimental set-up, including a fibre laser cavity (right) and 

a diagnostic set-up (left). In the optoacoustically mode-locked soliton fibre laser1–4, the 1.2-m-long 

erbium-doped gain fibre is pumped by two laser diodes at 980 nm with a combined pump power of 1.5 

W. The 2-m-long solid-core silica photonic crystal fibre (PCF) that is spliced into the laser cavity has a 

core diameter of 1.95 µm, with the R01 mechanical core resonance at 1.887 GHz5 and an optical 

birefringence of 1.5×104. The total insertion loss of the PCF section is 1.9 dB. An optical isolator (ISO) 

ensures the unidirectional operation of the laser. Three fibre polarization controllers (FPCs) are used 

inside the laser cavity, among which FPC-1 and -3 are used for enabling the self-start of the laser mode-

locking through nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR)6,7, while the FPC-2 is adjusted to launch the 

linearly polarized laser light into one principal axis of the PCF1. A tunable attenuator (TA) is inserted in 

the cavity to adjust the cavity loss, which can be tuned from ~ 6 dB to ~ 20 dB with a resolution of 0.02 

dB. A tunable delay line (TD) is used to adjust the cavity length, with a tuning range of 0.15 m and a 

resolution of 3 µm. The total cavity length is ~17 m, corresponding to a free spectral range (FSR) of 

~12.2 MHz. The cavity average dispersion is about –0.046 ps2/m, ensuring operation of this laser in the 

soliton regime8,9. When the laser is optoacoustically mode-locked at the PCF core resonance (~1.88 GHz 

in practice), the laser cavity is effectively divided into 154 time-slots by the optically-driven GHz-rate 

mechanical vibration in the PCF core, providing an effective optomechanical lattice4. Within each time-

slot (mechanical vibration cycle) of the lattice, one long-range multi-soliton unit can be trapped, and 

hundreds to thousands of laser solitons can be incorporated in the supramolecular assembly. In the 

diagnostic set-up, the 10% laser output from the 90:10 coupler is divided into 4 parts using three couplers, 

which are connected to a fast oscilloscope (OSC), a second-harmonic autocorrelator (AC), an optical 

spectrum analyzer and a time-stretched dispersive Fourier transform (TS-DFT) set-up. In the TS-DFT 

set-up, a few-km single-mode fibre (SMF) is employed to stretch the laser pulses in time domain and a 

low-noise fast photodetector to detect the stretched signal. A 90-cm-long dispersion-compensation fibre 

(DCF) is used before the AC for pulse chirp compensation in order to measure the pulse duration. 

 

Supplementary Figure 1 | Experimental set-up. (Right Part) The unidirectional soliton fibre laser and (Left part) the 

diagnostic set-up. The laser output is recorded using a fast oscilloscope (OSC) and a high-resolution optical spectrum 

analyzer (OSA). An autocorrelator (AC) is used to measure the pulse duration. EDF: Erbium-doped fibre; WDM: 

wavelength division multiplexer; LD: laser diode; SMF: single-mode fibre; PC: polarization controller; PCF: photonic 

crystal fibre; TA: tunable attenuator; TD: tunable delay line; ISO: optical isolator; PD: photo detector; DCF: 

dispersion-compensation fibre. 
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Supplementary Note 2:  Theory of long-range forces between optical solitons 

We present here the theoretical model for the long-range, inter-soliton interactions which lead to long-

range binding of multiple solitons within each time-slot of the optomechanical lattice. We consider the 

simplest all-double-soliton (ADS) supramolecule composed of “uniform” double-soliton units in all the 

time-slots of the lattice (see Fig. 2c and Fig. 4 in the main text, Supplementary Figure 8 in Supplementary 

Note 6, and Supplementary Figure 21 in Supplementary Note 9). Supplementary Figure 2 sketches one 

time-slot (acoustic vibration cycle) of the ADS supramolecule that accommodates two solitons. In a 

frame moving with the reference soliton (e.g. the first soliton in Supplementary Figure 2), the first soliton 

is located at t1 and the second soliton at t2, with the spacing 1 2t t t   . The effective force of attraction 

between these two solitons results in a slower group velocity of the second soliton than the first, which 

leads to a delay of the second soliton relative to the first one during propagation. Conversely, a faster 

velocity of the second soliton would result from an effective force of repulsion. When the soliton spacing 

is hundreds of times longer than the duration of individual solitons, soliton interactions become long-

range, distinct from direct soliton interactions in conventional soliton molecules10–13 due to the overlap 

of pulse tails. The stable separation between two solitons in one time-slot of the optomechanical lattice 

is due to the balance of two long-range forces. 

 

Supplementary Figure 2 | One double-soliton unit of the ADS supramolecule and the optically-driven index 
modulation within one time-slot of the optomechanical lattice. In one time-slot, two solitons locate at t1 and t2, 

giving a soliton spacing of t and an equivalent driving center of te. When propagating in the PCF core, the two solitons 

experience different refractive index slopes. 

Force of attraction due to the optomechanical effect 

When the ADS supramolecule is circulating in the laser cavity with a lattice frequency of Ωa, it coherently 

drives the mechanical core resonance in the PCF. The optically-driven mechanical vibration, in the form 

of a refractive index modulation, acts back on the driving solitons by varying their carrier frequencies4. 

In practice, we only consider the LP01 optical mode and the R01 mechanical resonance in the PCF4,5. The 

R01 mechanical mode in the PCF has a resonant frequency of Ω01 and a mechanical bandwidth of ΓB. In 

a reference frame moving with the soliton supramolecule, the mechanical vibration in the PCF core 

driven by the ADS supramolecule can be expressed as4: 
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where b(t) is the material density variation as a function of time, γe is the electrostrictive constant of 

silica, c is the speed of light in vacuum, n0 is the refractive index of silica, Aeff is the effective mode area 

of the LP01 optical mode, δΩ is the frequency off-set (δΩ = ΩaΩ01), and Pav is the average optical power 
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in the PCF. The overlap integral Q is defined as
22 2

01 01 01/Q E    , where ρ01 and E01 are the 

transverse field distributions of the R01 mechanical mode and the LP01 optical mode. The equivalent 

driving center (te) of the double-soliton unit relative to the excited mechanical vibration can be expressed 

as4  
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The timing of the first and the second solitons in this frame can then be expressed as t1  teΔt2 and t2 

 teΔt2. The optically-driven mechanical vibration modulates the effective refractive index of the LP01 

optical mode through the stress-optical effect, which can be expressed as 
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where  2 2

a e 0 ff 04 eC Q cn A     and ρ0 is the material density of silica. The overlap integral5 (Θ) 

between the normalized intensity field of the LP01 optical mode and the normalized density field of the 

R01 mechanical mode can be defined as 
2 2
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       Back-action of the mechanical vibration results in a carrier frequency shift of the driving soliton, 

which is directly related to the refractive index slope that the soliton experiences14, expressed as 
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where ωs is the soliton carrier frequency. As shown in Supplementary Figure 2, in one mechanical cycle, 

the two solitons experience different index slopes, leading to a carrier frequency difference between the 

two solitons. Using Supplementary Equation 3 and 4, this frequency difference after a single-trip 

propagation in the PCF can be expressed as:  
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where δωs1   and δωs2 are the carrier frequency shifts of the first and second solitons due to the 

optomechanical effect in the PCF, and LPCF is the PCF length. When the lattice frequency of the soliton 

supramolecule is lower than the mechanical resonance frequency in the PCF (δΩ  0), Δωa remains 

negative, which means that the optomechanical effect leads to a lower carrier frequency of the second 

soliton than that of the first one. In a fibre cavity with anomalous average dispersion, solitons with lower 

frequency propagate at a lower group velocity, which delays the second soliton relative to the first one 

during propagation, leading to an effective force of attraction between the two solitons. 

Force of repulsion due to dispersive wave perturbations 

A competing long-range interaction between the two solitons results from dispersive waves that are shed 

from the solitons. These dispersive waves can extend in the time domain to the neighboring solitons and 

perturb them through cross-phase modulation15,16. Dispersive waves, corresponding to Kelly sidebands 

on the soliton laser spectrum, appear at discrete frequencies (see Supplementary Figure 3a). In the 

systems for long-distance soliton telecommunications and soliton fibre lasers, the existence of dispersive 

waves is a generic phenomenon that is due to periodic disturbances arising from the discrete dispersion, 

nonlinearity, gain and loss in these systems17–19. During propagation, optical solitons coherently transfer 

their energy to several discrete frequency components (sidebands). Due to the gain filtering that occurs 
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in the EDFA20, those sidebands would always experience a net loss in the cavity. During one cavity round 

trip, such net cavity loss must be balanced by a nonlinear gain, which is due to the energy conversion 

from the solitons to these sidebands. This balance between gain and loss determines the steady-state 

intensities of these sidebands. In practice, due to the uneven gain profile in the EDFA20 and higher-order 

dispersion in the fibre cavity, Kelly sidebands at different orders have usually different intensities19. The 

situation we consider in the main text is that the m1 order sideband has the dominant intensity as 

shown in Supplementary Figure 3a, while other possibilities are demonstrated in Supplementary Note 7 

below. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3 | Long-range soliton interactions due to dispersive wave perturbations. a, A typical 

soliton spectrum with a dominant (m1 order) Kelly sideband at ωd (ωd>ωs). b, This dominant sideband corresponds, 

in the time domain, to a packet of dispersive wave. The dispersive wave shed from the first soliton has a faster group 

velocity than the soliton, and extends to the second soliton in the time domain. c, Interactions between the second 

soliton and the dispersive wave shed from the first soliton shift the carrier frequency of the second soliton. 

       This dominant sideband corresponds, in the time domain, to a packet of dispersive wave shed from 

solitons in the laser cavity. Within one double-soliton unit, the dispersive wave shed from the first soliton 

(see Supplementary Figure 3b) propagates faster than the solitons due to its higher carrier frequency, and 

its exponentially-decaying envelope is due to the net cavity-loss that it experiences in the cavity. In this 

moving frame, the second soliton can be expressed as: 

        s s s s s s ssech / exp ( )    U t A t i t i z Au t ,   (6) 

where As is the soliton peak amplitude, us(t) the normalized profile, τs the pulse width, and φs the phase 

of the second soliton varying with propagation length. For simplicity, we neglect the variation of the 

soliton envelope within one round trip, which means that both the soliton duration (thus the bandwidth) 

and the peak soliton amplitude are constant during propagation inside the laser cavity. 

       In the reference frame moving with the second soliton (t2  0), the dispersive wave shed from the 

first soliton can be expressed as:  

      d d d d s dexp exp ( )           U t A h t t i t t i z A u ,  (7) 

where Ad is the dispersive wave amplitude, h the decay rate, ωd the carrier frequency, and φd the phase 

of the dispersive wave. Then ud is the dispersive wave waveform normalized to the soliton peak 

amplitude. The phase φd(z) includes the propagation term of the dispersive wave, and varies as the wave 

propagates in the cavity. We estimated Ad and ωd using the peak intensity and central frequency of the 

dominant sideband, and we calculated h using the spectral bandwidth of the sideband. 

       According to soliton perturbation theory15,21, the carrier frequency of the second soliton varies due 

to the dispersive wave shed from the first soliton (see Supplementary Figure 3c) according to the 

expression 
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where LD is the dispersion length of the soliton. After substituting Supplementary Equation 6 and 7 into 

Supplementary Equation 8, we obtain 
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where Δω ωdωs is the carrier frequency difference, and Δφ(z) φs(z)φd(z) is the phase difference 

between the soliton and the dispersive wave. In practice, the integral B(Δω) is a constant close to 1, and 

the accumulated frequency shift of the second soliton after each cavity round trip (RT) can be expressed 

as  

      
0 c

0

RT d
d

s s D

exp cos
z L

z

A
B h t z dz

A L
  





        ,   (10) 

where z0 is the starting point for integral in the cavity, and Lc is the cavity length. In Supplementary 

Equation 10, we assume an invariant intensity of the dispersive wave during its propagation in the cavity. 

Otherwise, we would have to include an intensity distribution Ad(z) within this integral. 

       The phase-matching condition for dispersive wave generations in mode-locked fibre lasers17–19 

requires that the accumulated phase difference between solitons and dispersive waves over one cavity 

round trip should be integer multiples of 2π. For the m = 1 order dispersive wave, this accumulated 

phase difference should be 2π. If we define the phase difference at an arbitrary position (z0) in the cavity 

as Δφ0, we obtain 

                     
0

22

2 s 0

1 1

2 2

z

z
z z z A z dz    

 
       

  ,    (11a) 

    c 2z L z       ,     (11b) 

where β2(z) and γ(z) are the dispersion and nonlinearity in the laser cavity. Substituting Supplementary 

Equation 11a into Supplementary Equation 10, we obtain: 

    RT d
d 0

s s D

exp ( )
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B h t
A L

   


      ,               (12a) 
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  .            (12b) 

Using Supplementary Equation 12b, it can be seen that when both the dispersion and nonlinearity in the 

cavity are fixed functions of z, the integral ψ only depends on the initial phase difference (Δφ0), which 

determines the sign of the carrier frequency shift of the perturbed soliton. In order to form stable double-

soliton units, an effective force of repulsion due to this dispersive wave perturbation is necessary to 

balance the force of attraction due to the optomechanical effect. According to Supplementary Equation 

12, this balance requires a special phase relationship between the dispersive wave shed from the first 

soliton and the second soliton to ensure a positive Δω
RT 

d . Acting in concert with the anomalous average 
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dispersion of the laser cavity, this positive Δω
RT 

d  would lead to a faster group velocity of the second 

soliton than that of the first one, resulting in an effective force of repulsion between the two solitons. The 

existence of this phase relationship has been verified in the experiments. We observe in the experiments 

clear interferometric fringes on these optical spectra, which appeared only in the vicinity of the dominant 

sideband, indicating the phase locking between the dispersive waves and the perturbed solitons, as shown 

in Fig. 4b in the main text, as well as Supplementary Figure 8h, 9h, 12c, and, 21a in the following 

Supplementary Notes. 

       We also observe in the experiments that the interferometric fringes (and thus corresponding phase 

locking) are very robust over time. The stability of this phase locking mechanism and its robustness in 

the presence of noises have not been rigorously investigated. At present, we use this phase relation as a 

basic assumption of the theoretical derivation, and we leave a full explanation of its origin as an open 

question. 

Balance of the two long-range forces 

The build-up of the long-range binding of the two solitons in one time-slot of the optomechanical lattice 

is based on the precise balance between the effective long-range forces of attraction and repulsion. Over 

each cavity round trip, the overall carrier frequency shift of the second soliton relative to the first should 

equal to zero (i.e. Δωa+Δω
RT 

d  0). Therefore the two solitons always have the same averaged group 

velocity during propagation and travel together with invariant spacing between them. Using 

Supplementary Equation 5 and 12a, this balance can be expressed as:  

     a s av PCF d
a d 02 2

B s s D

2
sin exp ( )

4

C P L A
t A B h t

c A L

 
  

 




       
 

.        (13) 

While the right side of the equation has a positive sign corresponding to a force of repulsion, a negative 

detuning of the lattice frequency from the mechanical resonance frequency (δΩ<0) ensures that the 

optomechanical effect in the PCF creates an effective force of attraction between the two solitons. The 

theoretical fitting curves (Fig. 4c in the main text and Supplementary Figure 21c in Supplementary Note 

9) are based on Supplementary Equation 13. 

       When the system parameters are fixed, the intensity of the force of attraction on the left side of 

Supplementary Equation 13 increases as the soliton spacing (Δt) increases, while the intensity of the 

force of repulsion on the right side of Supplementary Equation 13 decreases as the soliton spacing 

increases. Such line shapes are necessary to form a temporal trapping potential for the second soliton 

(see Fig. 1d and 1e in the main text), which makes the long-range binding of solitons robust. The 

existence of this trapping potential is revealed during the dynamic process of adding or removing 

individual solitons to the supramolecular structure, in which we observe an adjustment of the soliton 

position within the time-slot towards the balanced position (see Supplementary Note 10 below).  

Supplementary Note 3: Theoretical modelling on pulse timing jitter 

As demonstrated in Fig. 2b in the main text, the pulse timing jitter in the soliton supramolecule did not 

grow with time, which is due to the presence of many balanced positions in the supramolecular structure 

within which optical solitons can settle. This phenomenon is quite different from that in the conventional 

soliton fiber laser or soliton telecommunications system in which the timing jitter typically accumulates 

during long-distance propagation in the optical fibre. We establish here a simple model that describes the 

timing jitter of the soliton spacing in the presence of different types of “forces”, including the long-range 

inter-soliton force, the damping-related force caused by the gain filtering effect, and the noise-related 
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force coming from the spontaneous emission of the EDFA (“heat bath”). In order to simplify the 

mathematical expression of the following model, we will switch from the time-domain description to the 

spatial-domain description, while still using the moving frame, i.e. the spatial coordinate z is related to 

the time coordinate t via 
g

 z z v t , in which z  is the actual spatial coordinate along the fibre. Then, 

the balanced pulse spacing (t0) in the time domain (see Fig. 1e in the main text) is directly related to the 

spatial pulse spacing of z0 (see Supplementary Figure 4a) through 
g

z v t 
0 0

. 

 

Supplementary Figure 4 | a, The trapping potential of the second soliton is formed at the balance position (z0) of 

two long-range forces. b, The slight deviation from the equilibrium position (z) would lead to a net restoring 

force. 

       The perturbations of the soliton carrier frequency due to optoacoustic effects and dispersive waves 

described in Supplementary Note 2 can then be linearized in the close vicinity of the balanced position 

z0 (see Supplementary Figure 4b) to yield  

 A

A

d
K z

dt

 
  

 
,       (14a) 

 D

D

0

d
C K z

dt

 
  

 
 ,     (14b) 

The two opposite frequency shifts should precisely cancel each other at the equilibrium position

0 0 A D
z C K K ( ) . If the soliton has a slight spatial deviation

0
z z z   from the equilibrium position, 

the soliton would have a net frequency shift during propagation, so that 

 
d

K z
dt


   ,      (15) 

where 
A D

K K K  . The spatial deviation z  is related to the group velocity difference 
g

v  between 

the two solitons through 

 
g

d z
v

dt


  ,                (16) 

and 
g

v  is related to   through the cavity group velocity dispersion, i.e. 

 
g

v B    , where 2

2 g
B v   ,      (17) 

After we substitute Supplementary Equation 17 into Supplementary Equation 15, we obtain 

 
g

d v
KB z

dt


    .       (18) 
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       In addition to these long-range forces described above, solitons also experience a gain filtering effect 

in the EDFA, leading to frequency rolling forward the frequency of the maximum gain, which can be 

described as4,22,23 

 
d

dt





   ,      (21) 

Using Supplementary Equation 16 and Supplementary Equation 21, we then obtain 

 
g

g

d v
v

dt


         (22) 

Next, we introduce a random driving term S   to describe the white noise, which results from the 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the EDFA and can be written as22 

 
0 ,
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S t S t N t t



  



  




 

      (23) 

where the bracket ...  denotes an ensemble average, N  denotes the noise level, and the delta function 

indicates that noise at different time is uncorrelated22. 

       In sum, the coupled equations that describe the motion of the second soliton in the vicinity of the 

equilibrium position are given by 

 
g

g
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d z
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d v
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      (24) 

For simplicity, we replace  g
, z v   with  , z v , we obtain the Langevin equations in the presence of a 

harmonic potential24,25. The mean square deviation of z is 

 
2

0( )
2

N
z t z

KB

 


 .       (25) 

The presence of the harmonic potential implies that the mean square deviation of the relative pulse 

position (timing jitter of pulse spacing) does not grow with time (see Supplementary Figure 5b). The 

experimental results demonstrated in Fig. 2b in the main text have confirmed this feature of the soliton 

supramolecule. 

       In contrast, when the spring effect (harmonic potential, i.e. the term KBΔz) is absent, this equation 

would degrade into the random-walk equations that describe for example the Brownian motion of a 

particle in a liquid. The mean square deviation of the particle position z(t) can be expressed using the 

well-known diffusion equation as 

 
2

0 2
( )

N
z t z t 


.         (28) 

In this case the mean square deviation of the relative pulse position would increase linearly with time 

(see Supplementary Figure 5a), corresponding to the well-known Gordon-Haus jitter in soliton 

communications systems23. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Random walk of a particle, a. When the particle is in the heat bath, with a mean 

square deviation growing linearly with time. b, when the particle is trapped within a harmonic potential, whose 

displacement has a constant mean square deviation despite continuous perturbations of the heat bath. 

Supplementary Note 4: Long-term preservation of soliton supramolecules 

In the experiments we obtained a variety of soliton supramolecules with different solitons numbers and 

structures, all of which exhibited long-term stability. The full plot (over one complete cavity round trip) 

of a typical supramolecular assembly of optical soliton is plotted in Supplementary Figure 6a, part of 

which is also shown as Fig. 2a in the main text.  

 

Supplementary Figure 6 | A typical soliton supramolecule. a, The time-domain trace recorded over one cavity round 

trip using oscilloscope. b, The round-trip plot of the same soliton supramolecule over 123 consecutive round trips (~10 
μs). c, The highlighted part in (a) is recorded at 0 min, 100 min, and 1000 min after the soliton supramolecule is 

generated. 

This soliton supramolecule is composed of null-soliton, single-soliton, double-soliton, and triple-soliton 

units in the time-slots of the optomechanical lattice, and the entire pattern has been observed to be 

perfectly preserved over more than one week without any obvious degradation in signal-to-noise ratio 
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(see Supplementary Figure 6b and c). In the experiments the laser output is recorded at 0 min, 100 min, 

and 1000 min after the soliton supramolecule is generated. The result (only the first 22 units highlighted 

in Supplementary Figure 6a are shown due to the limited space) is plotted in Supplementary Figure 6c, 

demonstrating error-free preservation of the supramolecular pattern over 1000 minutes.      

As shown in Fig. 2b in the main text, we observe a slight change of internal spacing at 1000 min compared 

to the previous two measurements. We attribute this change to long-term mechanical drifts of the FPCs 

in the cavity which could lead to a slight change of the laser working point4,7. Nevertheless, the soliton 

supramolecule is able to respond to these slow environmental drifts, stably preserving basic pattern of 

the supramolecular structure. 

Supplementary Note 5: Uncorrelated phase relations 

Conventional soliton molecules that rely on direct overlap of the tails of individual solitons, feature not 

only a close inner spacing, but also correlated carrier phases between the strongly-bound solitons10–13. 

By contrast, the soliton supramolecules that we studied in this paper are bound by weak, long-range 

forces These forces bind a large number of solitons with much wider spacing, and the carrier phases of 

the solitons are no longer correlated. In this Note, we provide direct experimental evidence of the 

uncorrelated phases. 

      In order to directly read the carrier-phase information of the self-assembled solitons, we use a narrow-

linewidth (2 kHz) CW light source (as a local oscillator) to heterodyne with the supramolecular soliton 

sequence output from the optoacoustically mode-locked fibre laser (see Supplementary Figure 7a). We 

use a 50:50 fibre coupler to combine the mode-locked laser output and the CW light. Two FPCs are 

inserted to adjust the polarization states for two arms of light path in order to maximize the 

interferometric contrast. The beating signal out of the coupler is recorded using a fast oscilloscope and 

an optical spectrum analyzer. When the central wavelength of both lasers are at 1550 nm (see 

Supplementary Figure 7b), the optical comb structure of the mode-locked laser is downshifted to the 

radio-frequency range (see Supplementary Figure 7c). We then acquire the phase information of the laser 

solitons that has been translated into RF amplitude modulations using the photodiode and the 

oscilloscope. The soliton supramolecule measured in the experiments before turning on the CW light 

source is partially shown in Supplementary Figure 7d, and is composed of single-, double-, and triple-

soliton units. When the CW light source is turned on, and the FPCs are carefully adjusted, we obtaine 

the heterodyne signal (see Supplementary Figure 7e) showing that the pulse amplitudes are strongly 

modulated due to the interference with the CW light. We acquire a trace of the 20-µs-long heterodyne 

signal, which corresponds to ~200 consecutive cavity round trips. When the heterodyne signal is plotted 

in parallel against the round-trip number, as shown in Supplementary Figure 7f, each individual soliton 

exhibits a clear sinusoidal beating with a period matching the beat frequency shown in Supplementary 

Figure 7c. These results indicate that both the amplitude and the phase of each soliton are preserved over 

many cavity round trips. However, no obvious phase relation among the beating patterns is observed, 

indicating uncorrelated carrier phases of these solitons inside the self-assembled supramolecular 

structure. 

       The uncorrelated phases can also be indirectly inferred from the optical spectra of the soliton 

supramolecules. As shown in Supplementary Figure 8gi and 9eg, the central parts of these soliton laser 

spectra with the highest power densities exhibit smooth profiles with no fringe pattern, indicating further 

that the solitons involved in the supramolecular assembly are not locked in phase. 
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Heterodyne experiment of soliton supramolecules.  a, Sketch of the experimental set-

up. b, The optical spectrum of the combined signal from both the mode-locked fibre laser and the CW light source. c, 

Conceptual sketch of the frequency comb structure of the mode-locked laser and the single-frequency local oscillator. 

d, Part of the soliton supramolecule sequence without heterodyning. e, The same sequence that are strongly modulated 

after turning on the local oscillator. f. The 20-µs-long heterodyne signal (plotted in parallel over ~200 cavity round 

trips) exhibits uncorrelated sinusoidal beating patterns, indicating uncorrelated phases of the solitons in the self-

assemble structure. 

 

Supplementary Note 6: Uniform soliton supramolecules 

In the experiments we are able to reproducibly generate a supramolecular assembly of solitons with 

homogeneous patterns, including all-double-soliton (ADS) and all-triple-soliton (ATS) supramolecules. 

Some of the fundamental properties of the supramolecular assembly of optical solitons can best be 

demonstrated using these uniform patterns.  
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All-double-soliton supramolecules 

Supplementary Figure 8a shows the time-domain trace of the ADS supramolecule recorded using the 

OSC over one cavity round trip (with only the starting and ending parts of the pulse train). As we increase 

the recording time, we plot the time-domain trace over many cavity round trips (the round-trip time is 

~85 ns) in the persistence mode as shown in Supplementary Figure 8b, which exhibits a perfect 

preservation of those double-soliton units in the optomechanical lattice. We also illustrate the 

experimental recording in a third way as shown in Supplementary Figure 8c, in which we separately plot 

the time-domain trace within each time-slot of the lattice (the period of the lattice is ~0.532 ns) along the 

ordinate, and we repeat this plot for the 160 consecutive time-slots within a cavity round trip along the 

abscissa. These plots exhibit the relative positions of the double-soliton units in the optomechanical 

lattice. Supplementary Figure 8d shows the same pulse train recorded with the persistence mode over a 

single time-slot span, from which we can clearly see the characteristic inter-soliton spacing of 90 ps 

which is the identical in all the time-slots. The FFT spectrum of the time-domain trace shown in 

Supplementary Figure 8e exhibits a sinusoidal envelope with a period of 11.1 GHz, which agrees well 

with the 90-ps pulse spacing. The pulse duration measured using the autocorrelation trace is only 670 fs 

(see Supplementary Figure 8f), while the soliton-soliton spacing in each unit is more than one hundred 

times longer (90 ps). 
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Experimental recordings of an all-double-soliton supramolecule. a, Time-domain trace 

of the supramolecule recorded using the OSC. Due to the limit of figure size, the trace is plotted over only 8 ns (the 

cavity round-trip time is ~85 ns). b, A plot of a longer time-domain trace over 230 cavity round trips in the persistence 

mode. c, The time-domain traces in the 160 time-slots of the lattice plotted in parallel. The vertical axis corresponds 

to the relative time in each time-slot (the period of lattice is ~0.531 ns), while the horizontal axis corresponds to the 

160 consecutive time- slots. d, The time-domain trace of the ADS supramolecule recorded with the persistence mode, 

exhibiting a stable 90-ps internal spacing. e, The FFT power spectrum of the time-domain trace with a sinusoidal 
envelope (dashed black line). f, The autocorrelation trace of the ADS supramolecule. g, The optical spectrum of the 

ADS supramolecule, with the dominant sideband marked in the dashed box (m = 1 order sideband at shorter 

wavelength and m = +1 order at longer wavelength). h, Expanded view of the spectrum in (g) at the dominant sideband 

(m = 1 order). i, Expanded view of the spectrum in (g) at the other sideband (m = 1 order). 

In Supplementary Figure 8g, we show the optical spectrum of the ADS supramolecule, featuring a sech2-

shaped profile and characteristic Kelly sidebands17–19. Some spectral fringes are observed only in the 

vicinity of the dominant (m = 1 order) sideband, indicating stable phase locking between the dominant 

dispersive wave and the soliton (see Supplementary Figure 8h), while near the m = +1 sideband we cannot 

observe an interferometric fringe (see Supplementary Figure 8i). The interferometric fringes in the 

vicinity of the m = 1 sideband have a period of 0.09 nm (or 11.1 GHz), agreeing well with the 90-ps 

internal soliton spacing in each time-slot. All of these features agree well with the theoretical model 

presented in Supplementary Note 2. 
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All-triple-soliton supramolecules 

By carefully increasing the laser pump power and adjusting the intra-cavity FPCs, we obtain soliton 

supramolecules with homogeneous all-triple-soliton (ATS) units. Like in Supplementary Figure 8c, we 

plot the time-domain trace of the ATS supramolecule over one cavity round trip. As shown in 

Supplementary Figure 9a, the consecutive time-slots are plotted in parallel, in order to show that all the 

triple-soliton units have the same inter-soliton spacing and relative positions within the optomechanical 

lattice. In Supplementary Figure 9b, we also show the persistence-mode recording over one time-slot 

span, which exhibits tiny variations of the inter-soliton spacing. The measured internal spacing between 

consecutive solitons is ~76 ps (between first and second solitons) and ~71 ps (between second and third 

solitons). The FFT power spectrum of the ATS supramolecule (see Supplementary Figure 9c) exhibits a 

modulated envelope corresponding to the inter-soliton spacing inside the triple-soliton units.  In 

Supplementary Figure 9d, we show the autocorrelation trace of the ATS supramolecule, which 

corresponds to an individual soliton duration of 690 fs. In Supplementary Figure 9e, we show the optical 

spectrum of the ATS supramolecule, in which spectral fringes are visible in the vicinity of the dominant 

sideband (see Supplementary Figure 9f), with a fringe period agreeing well with the internal spacing 

between the solitons. The fringe contrast is weak, because two different fringe periods coexist, 

corresponding to two characteristic inter-spacing values in the triple-soliton units. As a consequence, the 

interferometric signal during the OSA measurement is blurred. As expected, the sideband at m = +1 order 

exhibits no fringe (see Supplementary Figure 9g).  

 

Supplementary Figure 9 | Experimental recordings of an all-triple-soliton supramolecule. a, The time-domain 

trace of the ATS supramolecule over one cavity round trip, with all the 160 time-slots plotted in parallel. b, The same 

time-domain trace plotted with the persistence mode over one time-slot span. c, The FFT power spectrum of the ATS 

supramolecule. d, The autocorrelation trace. e, The optical spectrum. f, Expanded view of the dominant (m=1 order) 

sideband on the optical spectrum. g, Expanded view of the m = +1 order sideband. 
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      The experimental results, together with these from the ADS supramolecule, confirm the fact that the 

repulsive force between the solitons is related to the dominant Kelly sideband, and fixed phase relations 

between the dispersive waves and perturbed solitons are necessary to achieving stable long-range binding 

of solitons, as predicted in Supplementary Note 2.        

     Generation of quadruple-soliton units in the soliton supramolecule requires a higher pump power. In 

our experiments we are only able to fill half of the time-slots with quadruple-soliton units while the others 

are only filled with triple-soliton units, due to the limited (~1.5 W) pump power. The time-domain trace 

of this soliton supramolecule is partially shown in Supplementary Figure 10a. This pattern could also be 

stably preserved over 20 minutes (see Supplementary Figure 10b), even though the quadruple-soliton 

units are slightly unstable compared to the double- and triple-soliton units. We attribute the decreased 

stability to a weaker trapping potential that makes the fourth soliton in the quadruple-soliton unit more 

vulnerable to noise perturbations, leading to a larger timing jitter (see also Fig. 2e in the main text). 

 

Supplementary Figure 10 | a, The time-domain trace of the soliton supramolecule that contains triple- and 

quadrupole-soliton units (only 23 out of 160 time-slots are plotted). b, The persistence-mode plot of the same time-

domain trace over 123 cavity round trips (over ~10 μs). 

The maximum number of solitons that can be trapped within each supramolecular unit is limited roughly 

by the ratio between the acoustic period and the inter-soliton spacing, and the total number of units in 

the supramolecular structure is equal to the ratio of the cavity round-trip time to the acoustic period. The 

highest number of units reached in the experiments is more than one thousand. Actually, to accommodate 

more than two solitons in each unit, the strengths of the long-range forces needed to be tailored down in 

order to shift the trapping potentials for additional solitons closer to the first soliton, making the whole 

unit more compact. Facilitated by controlling technique we implement in the laser cavity, such shifting 

of trapping potentials can be realized by enhancing the acoustic amplitude or by decreasing the dispersive 

wave amplitude. Currently four solitons at most can be bound stably at long-range within each unit, 

limited by the sub-ns acoustic cycle corresponding to the GHz-rate acoustic resonance. More solitons 

can be bound in a single unit by increase the acoustic period and/or by combining both long-range and 

short-range binding (e.g. soliton molecules, as illustrated in Fig. 3 in main text, as well in Supplementary 

Note 8 below). For fixed cavity length the maximum total number of solitons in the entire cavity that can 

be self-assembled is limited by the maximum single-pass EDFA gain, which can be as high as several 

thousand. The potential optical information storage capacity is thus more than one thousand bits, and can 
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further expand by incorporating diverse solitons molecules as fundamental building blocks that could go 

beyond binary coding strategy26.  

 

Supplementary Note 7: Directions of the repulsive forces 

This Note aims to elucidate the full picture of the possible time-domain relation of the multiple solitons 

bound within one time-slot of the optomechanical lattice. Previously we only illustrated one possibility 

of the power distributions among different Kelly-sidebands, in which the m = 1 order sideband has 

much higher intensity than all the others. This dominant sideband could be induced by the uneven gain 

profile in the EDFA20 as well as the higher-order dispersion of the laser cavity19. When we assume that 

the two first-order Kelly-sidebands symmetrically located on the soliton spectrum so that the absolute 

values of their deviations from the soliton central frequency are equal, the uneven gain profile in the 

EDFA leads to different gains for these two Kelly-sidebands, leading to an intensity difference between 

them. On the other hand, higher-order dispersion in the cavity would result in an asymmetric distribution 

of the two first-order sidebands on the soliton spectrum, leading to a difference in energy coupling from 

solitons16,19. We adjust the relative intensities of the two first-order sidebands by carefully adjusting the 

gain in the EDFA by changing the cavity loss and by adjusting the high-order dispersion of the laser 

cavity through inserting dispersion-compensation fibre into the cavity. 

       With different relative intensities of the two sidebands, the configuration of the repulsive forces 

induced by the dispersive wave perturbations changed significantly. We create hybrid soliton 

supramolecules in which the single-soliton and double-soliton units coexist in the optomechanical lattice. 

Using a time-slot plot similar to that shown in Supplementary Figure 8c, we obtain more information 

about the direction of the long-range repulsion forces between the two solitons. We show three typical 

results for different relative intensities of the two first-order (m = ±1) sidebands. 
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Supplementary Figure 11 | Three cases of the repulsive force due to dispersive wave perturbations. a, The case 

that the m 1 order sideband dominates. b, The dispersive waves shed by the soliton are located later in time (set as 

the first soliton) perturbs the soliton located earlier in time, leading to an effective force of repulsion. c, The hybrid 

soliton supramolecule with several single-soliton units. The positions of those single-soliton units are marked by the 

white arrows (the upper row of pulses). d  f, The two first-order (m 1) sidebands have comparable intensities in 

the second case. Both of these sidebands (dispersive waves) will contribute a force of repulsion between the two 

solitons and push the two solitons in the double-soliton unit away from a balanced position. g i, When the m 1 

sideband dominates, the first soliton is earlier in time. The dispersive wave shed from this soliton travels slower than 

the soliton, and perturbs the second soliton that is located later in time. We then find that the solitons in single-soliton 

units that are located at the same relative position as the first soliton in the double-soliton unit (the lower row of pulses 

in i). 

       In the first case, as shown in Supplementary Figure 11a, when the shorter-wavelength (m 1 order) 

sideband dominates with a higher intensity (ΔP = +5.3 dB), we set the soliton located later in time as the 

reference (first) soliton (see Supplementary Figure 11b). In this case, the force of repulsion in the double-

soliton unit is induced by perturbations of the dispersive wave shed from the first soliton, while the m 

1 order dispersive wave shed from the second soliton has a much weaker intensity. When a single 

soliton is trapped in one time-slot of the lattice, it locates at the same position as that of the first soliton 

in the double-soliton unit, since neither of them experiences significant perturbations from dispersive 

waves. As shown in Supplementary Figure 11c, we record a hybrid soliton supramolecule in which 

several time-slots has only trapped one soliton. In these single-soliton units (marked by the white arrows), 

the solitons are always located at the upper row, which corresponds to the later (the first soliton) position 

in Supplementary Figure 11b. In the second case, as shown in Supplementary Figure 11d, comparable 

intensities of the two (m 1 orders) sidebands (ΔP = +0.34 dB) lead to two comparable forces of 

repulsion experienced by both of the two solitons in one time-slot (Supplementary Figure 11e), which 

push them away from the balanced position as shown in Supplementary Figure 11f. The third case is that 

the longer-wavelength (m  order) sideband is dominant with ΔP = 2.1 dB (see Supplementary 

Figure 11g). In contrast to the first case shown in Supplementary Figure 11ac, in this case we use the 
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soliton earlier in time as the reference (first) soliton, since in this case the dispersive wave shed from this 

soliton earlier in time results in a repulsive force between the two solitons in one time-slot. The m  

order dispersive wave shed from the first soliton travels more slowly and perturbs the second soliton 

located later in time (Supplementary Figure 11h). As a consequence, in single-soliton units the soliton is 

always located at the lower row (see Supplementary Figure 11i) which corresponds to the earlier soliton 

position in Supplementary Figure 11h.  

      We emphasize that in most of the experiments the m 1 order sideband at the shorter-wavelength 

has the highest intensity and dominated the repulsive force as shown in Supplementary Figure 11a. In 

some experiments, however, we obtain an optical spectrum with almost uniform two (m 1 order) 

sidebands (see Supplementary Figure 11d) or with a higher intensity at the m = 1 order sideband (see 

Supplementary Figure 11) through carefully adjusting the laser cavity loss and simultaneously inserting 

some dispersion-compensation fibre into the laser cavity. The experimental results shown in 

Supplementary Figure 11 did not alter the physical picture of the soliton supramolecule whose formation 

relies on long-range, inter-soliton interactions. Moreover, the results that we show in Supplementary 

Figure 11 are consistent with the theoretical prediction in Supplementary Note 2. We conclude that 

supramolecular assemblies of fibre laser solitons can be obtained within a broad range of system 

parameters. 

Supplementary Note 8: Details of elementary diversity 

Soliton supramolecules consisting of phase-locked soliton-pair molecules 

Soliton supramolecule can incorporate XPM-based soliton molecules with a small inner-spacing and 

specific phase-relations as fundamental building blocks. One type of soliton molecule that can be 

incorporated in the supramolecular assembly is a phase-locked soliton pair with a phase difference of π. 

We are able to reproducibly generate uniform soliton supramolecules in which each time-slot of the 

optomechanical lattice is filled with a phase-locked soliton-pair molecule and a single soliton. The time-

domain trace recorded by the oscilloscope with the persistence mode is shown in Supplementary Figure 

12a (with a one-time-slot span), exhibiting two pulsed signals with an 80-ps internal spacing, in which 

the later pulse has twice the amplitude of the earlier one. Due to the relatively slow response time of the 

oscilloscope (~ 20 ps), a soliton-pair molecule with an inner spacing of a few ps can only be detected as 

a single pulse with twice the energy. The optical spectrum of this soliton supramolecule, as shown in 

Supplementary Figure 12b, exhibits strong interferometric fringes over the entire spectrum with a period 

of 1.83 nm. The dip in the centre of the spectrum implies a phase difference of ~π between the two 

solitons in the pair. The long-range repulsive force exerted by the soliton-pair upon the single soliton in 

the same time-slot leads to local fringes in the dominant Kelly sideband, as shown in the Supplementary 

Figure 12c. The 0.12 nm fringe period agrees well with 80-ps internal spacing, indicating a similar 

binding mechanism in the case of the ADS supramolecule shown in Supplementary Figure 8, although 

the fringes have a lower contrast due to the weaker intensity of the Kelly sideband in this case. The entire 

soliton supramolecule structure over one cavity round trip is plotted against the time-slot number in 

Supplementary Figure 12d, exhibiting the same relative positions of the two building blocks in each time-

slot. Using the TS-DFT method to stretch this soliton supramolecule over a 2-km-long SMF-28 fibre, we 

observe that the DFT signal of the phase-locked soliton pair exhibits strong interferometric fringes, while 

the DFT signal of the single soliton exhibits no obvious fringe (see Supplementary Figure 12e).   
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Supplementary Figure 12 | Uniform soliton supramolecule including single solitons and phase-locked soliton 

pairs. a, The time-domain trace of the uniform supramolecule recorded under persistence mode, which includes in 

each unit a single soliton and a phase-locked soliton-pair, with stable spacing of 80 ps between them. b, The optical 

spectrum of this soliton supramolecule. Strong spectral fringes with a period of 1.83 nm appear due to the presence of 

phase-locked soliton-pairs. c, Expanded view of the dominant Kelly sideband, where local fringes have been observed 

with a period of 0.12 nm, matching well with the 80 ps internal spacing. d, The entire soliton supramolecule composed 

of 154 time-slots (over one round trip) plotted against time-slot number. e, The DFT signal of this soliton 

supramolecule. 

       In Supplementary Figure 13a, we plot the entire structure of the soliton supramolecule that we 

already partially showed in Fig. 3a – c in the main text, as a function of the time-slot number, and we 

show the DFT signal in Supplementary Figure 13b. Similar to the case shown in Supplementary Figure 

11a c, a repulsive force is exerted in one time-slot of the optomechanical lattice by the first element, 

either a single soliton or soliton-pair, on the second element that earlier in time. However the presence 

of the second component does not affect the position of the first component. This lack of reciprocity 

leads empty positions that appear at earlier positions in each time-slot (in the lower row in Supplementary 

Figure 13a). 
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Supplementary Figure 13 | Hybrid soliton supramolecular structure composed by both single solitons and 

phase-locked soliton pairs (time-domain trace partially shown in Fig. 3a – c in the main text). a, The real-time trace 

of the entire structure plotted against the time-slot number. b, The DFT-signal of the soliton supramolecule, showing 

strong fringes in the time-slots that consist of stable soliton pairs. 

Soliton supramolecules consisting of phase-drifting soliton-pair molecules 

In addition to soliton pairs with fixed phase differences, we also observe in some soliton supramolecules 

a special type of soliton pair, in which the phase difference between the two strongly-bound solitons 

diverges almost quasi-linearly during propagation. This continuous divergence of the phase difference 

between the two soliton in a pair has been previously reported, and the soliton pair is referred so as a 

phase-drifting soliton pair27. The drifting phase difference possibly stems from slightly different peak 

intensities of the two solitons, which leads to different rates of nonlinear phase accumulation during their 

propagation. In Fig. 3f in the main text we illustrate part of a soliton supramolecule composed of phase-

drifting soliton pairs and single solitons. A stable internal spacing of 40 ps is observed between the phase-

drifting soliton pair and the single soliton within one time-slot. We first analyzed the property of the 

phase-drifting soliton-pair using the DFT signal. As described in reference [13], we can retrieve the phase 

differences and inner-spacing of the soliton pairs from the fringe patterns of the DFT signal. For a soliton 

pair with an inner spacing τ and a phase difference Δφ, the electric field of the soliton pair can be written 

as 

          1 1 0 0Re exp expE t E t E t i i t         ,         (29) 

where E1(t) is the profile and ω0 is the carrier frequency of a single soliton. We assume that the two 

solitons in the pair have the same profile, in which case the interferogram S(ω) of the soliton pair would 

be13 

      
2

0 0 01 cosS E                ,        (30) 

where E(ω) is the spectral profile of a single soliton. In practice, we fit the time-domain DFT signal 

obtained in the experiments using the function  
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where A, B, and t0 are the fitting parameters related to the envelope amplitude and offset in the selected 

coordinate. Assuming that the fibre used in the DFT set-up has a dispersion β2 and length L, then ΔT is 

linearly related to the soliton spectral bandwidth Δω by the relation ΔT ∝ β2ΔωL, in which the constant 

of proportionality depends on the definition of bandwidth. The period of the cosine modulation Δt relates 

to the inner spacing τ of the soliton pair as13 

22 L
t




   .           (32) 

       The parameters τ and Δφ that we retrieve on consecutive cavity round trips are illustrated in 

Supplementary Figure 14. Using the DFT signal acquired in the experiments, as shown in Supplementary 

Figure 14a, corresponding to the signal in the third time-slot in Fig. 3f from left in the main text, we can 

obtain the phase difference Δφ (see Supplementary Figure 14b) and the inner spacing in the soliton pair 

(see Supplementary Figure 14c) using Supplementary Equations 31 and 32. We find that the phase 

difference between the two solitons decreased approximately linearly over consecutive cavity round trips, 

accompanied by a weak sinusoidal modulation (see Supplementary Figure 14b). The rate of the phase 

drift is estimated to be 0.06π per cavity round trip (a change of 2π after each ~33 round trips), and the 

weak sinusoidal modulation is observed at the same frequency. Therefore the phase difference can be 

approximately described as27 

   0 0sinz z A z        ,                          (33) 

where z = 0.06πn (n is the round-trip number), Aφ = 0.505, and the example we illustrate here gives the 

initial phase value Δφ0 = 0.24π and 𝜙0 = 0.36π. This analytical fit is also plotted in Supplementary 

Figure 14b, and is deliberately shifted by 2π for clarity. We also observe some supramolecular structures 

in which phase-drifting soliton-pairs with opposite drifting directions (Δφ0 increases quasi-linearly over 

time) are present as building blocks (see Supplementary Figure 18). 

       As shown in Supplementary Figure 14c, the inner spacing τ of the phase-drifting soliton pair exhibits 

a weak oscillation between 4.7 ps and 5.4 ps, with approximately a sinusoidal oscillation profile which 

can be approximately described as27 

   0 0sinz A z     ,     (34) 

with the fitting parameters τ0 = 5.17 ps, Aτ = 0.30 and 0  = 0.83π. When we plot the measured results in 

the interaction plane in which the two orthogonal axis are τcos(Δφ0) and τsin(Δφ0), as shown in 

Supplementary Figure 14d we can see that over the consecutive round trips, the phase-drifting soliton 

pair moved along a circular trajectory whose geometric center has a slight horizontal deviation from the 

origin.  
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Supplementary Figure 14 | Dynamics of the phase-drifting soliton pair. a, The experimentally acquired DFT signal 

over 400 consecutive round trips within the time-slot that only contains a phase-drifting soliton pair. b, The retrieved 

phase difference between the two solitons (red solid curve), varied over consecutive cavity round trips. The fitting 

curve (grey dashed line) is also plotted. c, The retrieved inner spacing of the two solitons (blue circle) and the fitting 

curve (grey dashed line). d, The moving trajectory of the phase-drifting soliton pair (plotted in the interaction plane) 

exhibits a circular trace that is slightly displaced from the origin. 

       After looking into the internal dynamics of the phase-drifting soliton pair, we now illustrate the 

macroscopic structure of the soliton supramolecule that contains such soliton pairs. The time-domain 

trace of the selected time-slots exhibits stable internal spacing between the soliton pair and the single 

soliton over consecutive cavity round trips (see Supplementary Figure 15a). The entire structure over one 

cavity round trip is shown in Supplementary Figure 15b, showing the relative positions of the building 

blocks within different time-slots. As shown in Supplementary Figure 15b, four time-slots are marked 

by white arrows, within each of which only a phase-drifting soliton pair is trapped. The results indicate 

that there are long-range forces of repulsion exerted by the single solitons upon the soliton pairs in the 

units that contained both a single soliton and a soliton pair. These long range forces are apparent in the 

corresponding optical spectrum recorded by the OSA. As shown in Supplementary Figure 15c, while the 

drifting phase difference between the two solitons has largely eliminated the fringes on the soliton optical 

spectrum, local fringes in the vicinity of the Kelly sideband (m = +1 order) are still present. The 0.24 nm 

fringe period agrees well with the 40 ps internal spacing between the two building blocks. It is also worth 

mentioning that due to the uncorrelated phase relation between solitons in different time-slots2, the phase-

drifting soliton pairs in different time-slots have the same phase-drifting rates, while their initial phases 

are observed to be uncorrelated as revealed from the patterns of the DFT signal, shown in Fig. 3g in the 

main text. 
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Supplementary Figure 15 | Soliton supramolecules consisting of phase-drifting soliton pairs. a, the time-domain 

traces of 4 time-slots (out of 184), showing a stable structure over consecutive round trips. b, The entire soliton 
supramolecule consisting 184 time-slots (over one round trip) plotted against time-slot number. c, the optical spectrum 

recorded by the OSA. d, Expanded view of the Kelly sideband of m = +1 order. 

Soliton supramolecules consisting of phase-locked soliton-triplet molecules 

In addition to soliton pairs with locked or drifting phase differences, we have also observe larger soliton 

molecules with three narrowly-spaced solitons (soliton triplets) that appear as fundamental building 

blocks of soliton supramolecules. We show one example in Fig. 3h in the main text, and the same time-

domain trace is plotted in Supplementary Figure 16a. This time-domain trace features optical pulses with 

three characteristic amplitudes, corresponding to a single soliton, a soliton pair, and a soliton triplet. 

Within the selected part of the structure shown in Supplementary Figure 16a, several different types of 

units (corresponding to long-range binding of triplet-triplet, triplet-pair, pair-pair, pair-single, and single-

single) can be found within the time-slots. This soliton supramolecular can be stably preserved from 

round trip to round trip as illustrated in Supplementary Figure 16b. We measure the DFT signal of the 

soliton supramolecule using the DFT set-up with a 3-km length of dispersive fibre, and we show the 

result in Supplementary Figure 16c. Due to a relatively large stretch rate of the optical pulse, the DFT 

signal of different building blocks within one time-slot partially overlap. However the fringes on the DFT 

signal corresponding to phase-locked soliton pairs and soliton triplets can still be distinguished. Two 

examples are marked by the arrows in Supplementary Figure 16c. The phase-locked soliton triplets, as 

revealed from the DFT signal, also have fixed phase differences of π between the three solitons, and the 

inner-spacing between solitons in these soliton molecules is estimated to be ~6.7 ps. Both the phase 

differences and inner spacing of these soliton molecules are stably preserved in the soliton supramolecule 

(see Supplementary Figure 16d). 
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Supplementary Figure 16 | A typical soliton supramolecule including single soliton and phase-locked soliton 

pairs and triplets. a, The time-domain trace of part of the soliton supramolecule (16 out of 184 time-slots) recorded 

by the oscilloscope. The three different amplitude levels marked by the black dashed-line corresponds to three different 

building blocks. b, The output signal plotted against round-trip numbers over ~400 cavity round trips. c, The DFT 
signal of the same soliton supramolecule. d, The DFT signal plotted against round-trip numbers over ~400 cavity round 

trips.  

       Although Supplementary Figure 12 and 16 show constant π phase differences between the solitons, 

detailed analysis of the DFT signal has revealed that the phase differences are not always constant28,29, 

and both the phase differences and inner spacing in these soliton molecules exhibit some random 

fluctuations13,27,30. Nevertheless, the overall supramolecular structure has good long-term stability over 

many minutes, despite some fluctuation in the parameters of its building blocks. 

Coexistence of soliton-pair molecules with different parameters 

The examples shown in the main text and the previous Notes of the supplementary information only 

illustrate the cases that are in the soliton molecules evolved in the same soliton supramolecule share the 

same parameters (same inner spacing and phase relations). We also occasionally observe that soliton 

pairs with different parameters could coexist in one soliton supramolecule28. We provide two examples 

to illustrate this additional aspect of structural complexity in the soliton supramolecule. In Supplementary 
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Figure 17 we show the first example. In Supplementary Figure 17ac, we show the time-domain trace 

and the corresponding DFT signal recorded by the oscilloscope as part of this supramolecular structure. 

Within the time-slots that accommodate soliton pairs, different fringe patterns in the DFT signal are 

observed (see Supplementary Figure 17b and c), indicating several distinct inner spacing and phase 

differences in these soliton pairs. The phase differences in most of the soliton pairs slowly drift over 

consecutive cavity round trips (see Supplementary Figure 17d), while the inner spacing retrieved from 

the DFT signal features several characteristic values ranging from 4.9 ps to 13 ps (see Supplementary 

Figure 17e). In the experiments we observe that soliton supramolecules with higher levels of elementary 

diversity generally exhibit higher noise levels, even though their overall structures are stably preserved 

in the laser cavity over many minutes. 
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Supplementary Figure 17 | Coexistence of soliton pairs with different inner spacing and phase differences in 

one supramolecule. a, The time-domain trace of a typical soliton supramolecule in which we plot 20 out of 154 time-

slots. b, The DFT signal of the supramolecule. c, The DFT signal recorded over consecutive 200 cavity round trips, 

featuring several difference fringe patterns. d and e, The retrieved phase differences and inner spacing of these soliton 

pairs. We show the fluctuations of the phase differences and inner spacing with the error bars.  

      In Supplementary Figure 18 we show the second example in which phase-drifting soliton pairs with 

different rates of phase drift coexist in the same soliton supramolecule13,27. In Supplementary Figure 18a 

we plot the time-domain trace of the soliton supramolecule, and in Supplementary Figure 18b we plot 

the corresponding DFT signal. We acquire the DFT signal of this soliton supramolecule over 200 

consecutive cavity round trips in the cavity, and the results are plotted against the round-trip number in 
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Supplementary Figure 18c. The patterns of the DFT traces shown in Supplementary Figure 18c 

corresponds to different building blocks and are quite different from each other, indicating the co-

existence of several types of soliton pairs with different rates of phase drift.  

 

Supplementary Figure 18 | Co-existence of soliton pairs with different inner spacing and phase-drifting rates in 

the same soliton supramolecule. a, The time-domain trace of the soliton supramolecule in which 18 out of 180 time-

slots are plotted. b, The corresponding DFT signal. c, The DFT signal plotted over consecutive 200 cavity round trips, 

featuring distinct interferometric fringes. d and e, The retrieved phase-drift rates and inner spacing for each soliton 

pair. 
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Using the equations given in S8.2, we retrieve the rate of phase drift and the inner spacing of these soliton 

pairs (see Supplementary Figure 18d and e). The results demonstrate that phase-drifting soliton pairs 

with different parameters can coexist in the same supramolecule with both their drift rates and inner 

spacings that are at different discrete values28 (see Supplementary Figure 18d and e). At present, the co-

existence of soliton molecules with different parameters in soliton supramolecules has not been 

comprehensively studied. We note however that this possibility dramatically enriches the potential 

complexity of the supramolecular structures. 

Internal spacing depending on the order of different building blocks 

In Supplementary Note 7, we describe three cases in which the different directions of the repulsive forces 

between solitons that are bound by long-range forces can lead to different configurations of the building 

blocks within optomechanical lattice units. While in all these three examples the soliton supramolecules 

contain only single solitons as the building blocks, the example shown in Fig. 3i in the main text 

illustrates a more complex supramolecular structure. Due to the presence of both single solitons and 

phase-locked soliton-pairs in this supramolecular structure, several combinations of building blocks 

(single-single, single-pair, pair-pair) can lead to different internal spacing between the building blocks. 

This difference in spacing is a probably a consequence of different forces of repulsion that are exerted 

by a single soliton and a phase-locked soliton pair. 

      Here we demonstrate that different orders of building blocks in one time-slot of the optomechanical 

lattice can also lead to different internal spacing. If one Kelly sideband dominates on the laser spectrum, 

then the direction of the repulsive force is also fixed. Consequently, the order of different building blocks 

in each time-slot will determine which building block exerts the repulsive force, as, for example, the first 

soliton described, and which will be perturbed by it, as, for example, the second soliton described in 

Supplementary Note 7. One example is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 19. In most of the time-slots 

in this soliton supramolecule shown in Supplementary Figure 19a and b, single solitons appear as the 

earlier-time building blocks and phase-locked soliton pairs appear as the later ones. Since the m = 1 

order Kelly sideband at the shorter wavelength is dominant (similar to the case shown in Supplementary 

Figure 11ac), the repulsive force in such a unit is mainly exerted by the soliton pair, acting on the single 

soliton and leading to an internal spacing of ~90 ps (see Supplementary Figure 19a and b). However, in 

a few time-slots, the order of building blocks is reversed (soliton pair appears as the earlier and soliton 

pair as the later), leading to the narrower spacing of ~38 ps between the two building blocks (see 

Supplementary Figure 19a and b). Such non-commutative assembling behavior might be attributed the 

following mechanism. On one hand, the amplitude of dispersion wave shed from an individual soliton 

are different from that shed from a soliton pair, leading to different strengths of repulsive forces generated 

by different solitonic elements. On the other hand, different solitonic elements can respond differently to 

the same dispersive-wave amplitude, leading to different binding distances. We leave the detailed 

theoretical analysis as an open question. 
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Supplementary Figure 19 | Soliton supramolecule including time-slots in which phase-locked soliton-pairs and 

single solitons have different orders. a, The time-domain trace of part of the soliton supramolecule (16 out of 154 

time-slots) recorded by the oscilloscope. The single-soliton and phase-locked soliton pair in different time-slots can 

have different orders, leading to different internal spacing. b, The output signal plotted against cavity round-trip 

number (over ~400 round trips). c, The corresponding DFT signal of the soliton supramolecule. d, The DFT signal 

plotted against cavity round-trip number. 

As illustrated in this Note, the elementary diversity results in multiple levels of complexity in the 

supramolecular structure, especially when many types of fundamental building blocks, including single 

solitons and a variety of soliton molecules, comprise the supramolecular assembly. 

Supplementary Note 9: Tuning of inter-soliton spacing 

Internal spacing tuning of all-double-soliton supramolecule 

The soliton-spacing tuning of the all-double-soliton supramolecule can be achieved by tailoring both the 

intensity of the dominant dispersive wave and amplitude of the acoustic wave in the PCF core. We vary 

the intensity of the m 1 order Kelly-sideband by adjusting the cavity loss, which is implemented by 

adjusting the in-cavity tunable attenuator inside the laser cavity (see Supplementary Figure 1). When the 

total cavity loss is gradually varied from ~6 dB to ~11 dB, we observe that the intensity of the dominant 

Kelly sideband dropped by a factor of three as shown Fig. 4b in the main text due to gain narrowing. In 
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this process, the average optical energy from the EDFA decreased by less than 5% due to the highly 

saturated gain in the EDFA, and this 5% power drop could be compensated by slightly increasing the 

pump power of the EDFA. The almost unchanged intra-cavity optical energy ensured that the 

optoacoustic effect in the PCF remained invariant. As illustrated in Fig. 4a in the main text, the increase 

in the dispersive wave in cavity results in a stronger force of repulsion between the two solitons, leading 

to larger soliton spacing. In practice, while the basic structure of the ADS supramolecule is stably 

preserved in the laser cavity, the soliton spacing in the double-soliton unit could be tuned at will within 

a broad range from 40 ps to 116 ps. The maximum stable internal spacing of an ADS supramolecule that 

we observe in the experiments is ~170 ps, which approximately equals 260 times the individual soliton 

duration. This is achieved through increasing further the dispersive wave intensity, which however 

demanded a higher pump power. 

      Similarly, the soliton spacing in the triple-soliton unit could also be tuned by tailoring the long-range 

forces between the solitons. We demonstrate one example of the internal spacing tuning of an ATS 

supramolecule in Supplementary Figure 20 through adjustment of the intensity of the dispersive wave, 

similar to the case that we show in Fig. 4 in the main text. As we gradually varied the intensity of the m 

1 order dispersive wave (see Supplementary Figure 20a), the spacing between the first and the third 

soliton in the triple-soliton unit (Δt13 in Supplementary Figure 20b) could be tuned within a range from 

102 ps to 187 ps, while the spacing between the first and the second soliton (Δt12 in Supplementary Figure 

20b) could be tuned within a range from 50 ps to 95 ps. Note that the two separations between the 

consecutive solitons are not necessarily the same in the triple-soliton unit, and during this tuning 

experiments, the two inter-soliton separations (Δt12 and Δt23 in Supplementary Figure 20b) actually 

follow different curves. In Supplementary Figure 20c, we show several time-domain traces recorded by 

the oscilloscope using the persistence mode. 

 

Supplementary Figure 20 | Tuning of the inter-soliton spacing of the all-triple-soliton supramolecule. a, Tailoring 

of the intensity of the m1 order dispersive wave without changing spectral widths of the solitons (see the inset). b, 

The soliton spacing increases as the dispersive wave grows. Quantities Δt12, Δt23 and Δt13 are defined in the inset. c, 

Four examples of the oscilloscope traces of the ATS supramolecule corresponding to data points marked as (i) – (iv) 

in b. 

    The soliton spacing could also be tuned by varying the force of attraction, as illustrated in 

Supplementary Figure 21a. We implement this change by slightly adjusting the cavity length using the 

intra-cavity delay line (see Supplementary Figure 1). By gradually decreasing the cavity length, the free 

spectral range (FSR) of the cavity increased, corresponding to a tuning of the lattice frequency of the 

ADS supramolecule toward the mechanical resonance frequency of the PCF. In our experiment, as the 

lattice frequency is tuned from 1.8725 GHz to 1.882 GHz (see Supplementary Figure 21b), the soliton 

spacing in the double-soliton unit decreased from 87 ps to 63 ps corresponding to an increase of the 
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attractive force as illustrated in Supplementary Figure 21c. In Supplementary Figure 21d we show three 

exemplary time-domain traces recorded by the oscilloscope with the persistence mode during this tuning 

process. This tendency changed direction when we increase the lattice frequency above 1.883 GHz, 

agreeing well with the theoretical predictions described in Supplementary Note 2.  

      According to Supplementary Equation 13, the repulsive force relies on not only the amplitude of the 

dispersive wave, but also the exact phase difference (Δφ0) between the dispersive wave and the perturbed 

soliton. The examples that we show in Fig. 4 in the main text and Supplementary Figure 21 exhibit nearly 

invariant phase differences, indicated by the almost unchanged relative positions of the spectral fringes 

upon the dominant Kelly sideband. However, during the repetition tuning experiment shown in 

Supplementary Figure 21, we observe a slight shift of Δφ0 around 1.883 GHz. In some other tuning 

experiments, we find that the variation of the phase difference between the dispersive wave and the 

perturbed soliton could be quite significant during the tuning of spacing. 

 

Supplementary Figure 21 | Soliton spacing tuning of the ADS supramolecule by tailoring the amplitude of the 

acoustic wave in the PCF core. a, Tailoring the double-soliton spacing by varying the force of attraction. b, Tuning 

the lattice frequency of the ADS supramolecule by varying the laser cavity length. The optomechanical gain band of 

the solid-core PCF is plotted in the inset, showing a mechanical resonance at 1.887 GHz. c, The soliton spacing first 

decreases as the lattice frequency of the supramolecule is tuned toward the mechanical resonance frequency, and then 
increases at frequencies above 1.882 GHz. The soliton spacing could be tuned from 63 ps to 87 ps. The experimental 

results are plotted as black squares, with the theory curve plotted in red. d, We show three exemplary oscilloscope 

traces on the left panels corresponding to the data points marked as (i)–(iii).  

     To obtain the soliton spacing, we average many recorded data, while the standard deviations are 

shown as the error bars in Fig. 4c in the main text and Supplementary Figures 20c and 21c, which is 

obtained using all the double-soliton units in the supramolecular structures. We observe a slightly higher 

spacing jitter, with a maximum jitter value of ~10 ps, near the upper and lower edges of the spacing-

tuning range as shown in Fig. 4d in the main text and Supplementary Figure 20d. We always optimized 

our system near the midpoint of the tuning range, leading to the large spacing jitter observed at the edge 

of the tuning rage. Nevertheless, if we maintained all the system parameters, we did not observe any 

degradation of the pulse timing jitter over many minutes. 

 

Supplementary Note 10: Self-assembling dynamics 

Experimental details for adding and removing solitons 

By strongly perturbing the laser pump power, we are able to add or remove solitons to or from the existing 

soliton supramolecules. In this section, we provide experimental details. To add solitons, as shown in 

Fig. 5a in the main text, we modulate the pump power to generate an abrupt increase by ~15%. The 
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voltage change (1.5 V) from the electrical pulse generator has a 5-ns rising edge. However, the laser 

diode has longer response time, leading to a relatively-slow (typical ~ 1 µs) change of the laser pump 

power. This modulation of the laser pump power has two consequences. First, all the existing solitons 

experience a sudden decrease of their group velocities due to the increased intensity, leading to a longer 

cavity round-trip time and therefore the observed bending of the yellow lines after the pump power 

increases. Second, the noise background of the laser arose due to the pump-power increase, and a few 

solitons are then generated from noise light spikes31. These newly-generated solitons could be captured 

by the soliton supramolecule, increasing the soliton numbers in some units, as shown in the expanded 

view of the transient process in Fig. 5b, marked by the white arrow in Fig. 5a in the main text. The entire 

supramolecular structure, nevertheless, remained stable during the transient process, and the birth of new 

solitons is the result of complex gain- and nonlinearity-related processes in the laser cavity31. 

       We can also remove some individual solitons from a soliton supramolecule without destroying its 

overall supramolecular structure. One typical result is shown in Fig. 5c in the main text. When the pump 

power is decreased by ~10% over a trailing edge of a few µs, many of the double-soliton units degraded 

into single-soliton units in which one of the solitons in these units diminished over a few hundred round 

trips in the cavity. The expanded view of the transient process highlighted by the white arrow in Fig. 5c 

is shown in Fig. 5d in the main text. The underlying mechanism of this soliton moving process could 

possibly be interpreted in the following way: First, when the pump power is decreased, the peak 

intensities of laser solitons are reduced and the solitons acquired higher group velocities. Some solitons 

trapped in the time-slots would tend to escape from their equilibrium positions due to the perturbation. 

The net frequency-shift experienced by these solitons would then lead to lower gain in the EDFA, since 

the carrier frequencies of these solitons deviated from the gain maximum. As a result, the group velocities 

of these solitons in this unit would become even higher due to the lower intensity, leading to a faster rate 

of escape (see Fig. 5d in the main text). This positive feedback accelerates the process of escape, and 

finally the solitons disappeared in the background. In the experiments, the change of pump power actually 

affected every soliton in the supramolecule in the same way, since the response time of the EDFA is 

much longer than the cavity round-trip time. However, due to laser noise perturbations, an abrupt change 

of laser pump power pushes some “unlucky” solitons outside the trapping potential, which means that 

these solitons happened to be slightly more vulnerable than the others. They might happen to slightly 

deviate a bit more from their equilibrium positions, or they might happen to have slightly lower intensities 

than the others. By contrast, when the laser operates stably, a perturbation from laser noise will not 

typically lead to soliton escape due to the presence of the trapping potential. Once the abrupt change of 

the laser pump power is strong enough, the stability of some “unlucky” solitons is ultimately destroyed, 

leading to the disappearance of these solitons over a few hundred round trips in the cavity. The other 

solitons in the supramolecule, however, successfully adjusted their energies and group velocities, 

transforming to the new working point of the laser, and forming a stable supramolecular structure with a 

new pattern. 

       A significant difference between the processes of adding and removing solitons lies in the durations 

of these processes. While the soliton removal process starts immediately after the drop in the laser pump 

power (see Fig. 5a in the main text), we observe that the process of soliton addition required a longer 

preparation stage after the laser pump power is increased of about 8000 roundtrips as shown in Fig. 5c 

in the main text. This difference in time scale is due to a difference in physical process. The newly-

generated solitons are born from the laser noise background, and the birth of new laser solitons generally 

results from complicated dissipative and nonlinear processes whose durations are observed to be several 

hundred cavity round trips31. 

Self-adjustment of the soliton positions in soliton supramolecules 
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In the experiments we observe that the newly-generated solitons would occasionally appear away from 

the equilibrium positions within the time-slots of a supramolecular structure. Despite this initial timing 

offset, due to the presence of the long-range forces, these solitons are quickly dragged backed to the 

balanced positions, leading to a smooth transient process from one supramolecular pattern to another. In 

Supplementary Figure 22 we show one example of the self-adjustment process. In the time-slots marked 

by the white arrows, the newly-generated solitons did not appear at the equilibrium positions of the 

supramolecular structure. Over several thousands subsequent cavity round trips, these solitons adjusted 

themselves by moving to the equilibrium positions and eventually became the new building blocks of 

the soliton supramolecule. 

 

Supplementary Figure 22 | Self-adjustment of internal spacing in the soliton supramolecule. a, An abrupt increase 

of pump power by ~15% with a ~ 1 µs rising edge. b, Some solitons are born from the background with initial positions 

away from the balanced positions (or trapping potential centers) of the supramolecular structure, as marked by the 

white arrows. However, over a few thousands of cavity round trips, these newly-generated solitons would 

automatically move to the equilibrium positions due to the presence of the long-range forces in the supramolecule. 

       The self-adjustment of soliton positions could occasionally follow more complicated trajectories in 

the experiments. One example is shown in Supplementary Figure 23, in which a newly-generated soliton 

happened to appear between two long-range-bound solitons in one time-slot (see Supplementary Figure 

23b, marked by the white arrow). The transient process show that the initial second soliton is then slowly 

pushed away due to the long-range forces between these solitons and become the third soliton in this 

time-slot, while the newly-generated soliton took over the position of the initial second soliton. This self-

adjustment process roughly took a few thousands of cavity round trips before the new triple-soliton unit 

became stable. 
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Supplementary Figure 23 | Another example of the self-adjustment of internal spacing in the supramolecular 

structure. a, An abrupt increase of pump power by ~15% with a few-µs rising edge. b, A new soliton is generated 
between the two solitons in a double-soliton unit (marked by the white arrow). The spacing between the solitons in 

this unit self-adjusted over the following thousands of cavity round trips, leading to the formation of a stable triple-

soliton unit. 

       The self-adjustment dynamics of the internal spacing in the supramolecular structure is also observed 

during the process of soliton removal.  When the intermediate soliton is removed from one triple or 

quadruple soliton unit of a supramolecule, the neighboring solitons slowly drift toward the empty position 

in the trapping potential. We show two examples in Supplementary Figure 24. When the pump power is 

decreased abruptly by ~ 15%, the quadruple-soliton unit marked by the white arrow (see Supplementary 

Figure 24b) lost its third soliton, and the fourth soliton slowly drifted and occupied the empty position, 

leading to a degradation of the quadruple-soliton down to a triple-soliton unit. In the same soliton 

supramolecule, a triple-soliton unit in another time-slot lost its second soliton, and the third soliton took 

over the position, forming a stable double-soliton unit as shown in Supplementary Figure 24c.  

 

Supplementary Figure 24 | The self-adjustment of internal spacing in a soliton supramolecule during the soliton-

removing process. a, An abrupt decrease of pump power by ~15% with a few µs rising edge.  b, The quadruple-

soliton unit lost its third soliton due to a decrease of the laser pump power, after which the internal spacing between 

solitons in this unit self-adjusted, forming a stable triple-soliton unit. c, In another time-slot, a triple-soliton unit lost 

its second soliton, and a stable double-soliton unit formed. 
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Soliton transfer between different time-slots. 

In this section we describe an interesting dynamic process that we observe in the experiments in which 

individual solitons could be transferred between different time-slots in a soliton supramolecule by using 

a carefully induced perturbation. Two examples are illustrated in Supplementary Figure 25. In the first 

example the laser pump power is modulated so that it has an abrupt dip of ~ 50 µs, as shown in 

Supplementary Figure 25a. We observe that this modulation in laser pump power resulted in the escape 

of the second-soliton of a double-soliton unit from its original time-slot, which is then re-captured in 

another time-slot where a double-soliton unit is trapped. This re-capture process resulted in the upgrading 

of this double-soliton unit into a triple-soliton one as we show in Supplementary Figure 25b and c. During 

the transfer process, the energy of the soliton significantly decreased (see Supplementary Figure 25c). 

However the soliton did not completely disappear and eventually re-gained its amplitude due to the 

recovery of the laser pump power. This process can be regarded as a combination of the soliton removal 

and addition processes. By increasing the width of dip in the pump power modulation, a longer transition 

distance has also be observed in the experiments. As shown in Supplementary Figure 25df, the escaped 

solitons could drift over four time-slots before being re-captured again in the supramolecular structure. 

This transferred soliton is also observed to be heavily attenuated during the transient process, but is still 

able to recover its original profile and is then trapped within another time-slot of the supramolecule. 

These experimental results provide one more possibility for controlling the fine structure of the soliton 

supramolecule in which communication between different time-slots occurs. 
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Supplementary Figure 25 | Two examples of soliton transfer between different time-slots in the supramolecule. 

a, An abrupt dip of the pump power by ~25% over a duration of 50 s. b, One soliton of a double-soliton unit escaped 

from its original position and is later captured within another double-soliton unit, upgrading this unit into a triple-

soliton unit. c, Expanded view of the region marked by the white box in b. d, A wider dip of pump power by ~12% 

over 100 µs. e. One soliton in a triple-soliton unit consequently escaped its initial position, moved across four time-

slots and is eventually captured within a double-soliton unit. f, Expanded view of the region during the soliton-transfer 

process. 
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